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™

LessonCam™ Classroom Camera
FrontRow’s new LessonCam is ready to help make remote-only
or hybrid classroom learning as effective as possible, thanks to
its superior set of features.
The LessonCam is a PTZ (Pan, Tilt, Zoom) camera that
integrates with our all-in-one classroom sound system, the
Juno. This powerful combination creates a comprehensive
learning solution for students inside and outside the
classroom by seamlessly integrating audio and
video with popular video conferencing solutions
like Zoom®, Google Meet®, Teams®, Skype®
and more.

How it works
The LessonCam mounts to the Juno and connects to the USB port
on the teacher’s computer and the teacher wears the pendant
microphone. When the teacher speaks or plays a video from the
computer, their voice and audio are amplified in the classroom and
heard by the remote students.

All students can participate equally
When remote students are unmuted by the teacher, their voices
are distributed in the classroom. When classroom students
use the student microphone, their voices are amplified in the
classroom and streamed online to remote students.

All students can see the teacher or other media equally
Using “Screen Share”, teachers can share content from their
interactive panel, live video from the FrontRow LessonCam,
document camera or computer video.

All students can stay caught up
Using remote conferencing recording functions or FrontRow’s
Teacher Edition, lessons can be recorded, shared and archived
so students can access lessons for review at their convenience.
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Put some Zoom in your Zoom!
Students will be more engaged because teachers can be more dynamic.
The LessonCam shoots in HD and has a 12x optical zoom, so teachers
are no longer tethered to their computer webcam. They can stand in
front of a flat panel display or whiteboard, move to another part of the
room or zoom in for a closeup of a hands-on demonstration.
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One-click presets or freestyle!
Our LessonCam control software has programmable preset buttons that
allow the teacher to quickly zoom to their most common teaching areas.
Or, switch to full view and pan, tilt and zoom to anywhere in the classroom!
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Teacher-controlled privacy
Much like a document camera, LessonCam is an instructional classroom-only
camera that is not directly connected to a network. The camera is designed only
to capture lessons for sharing or streaming to online learners — and only the teacher
in the classroom can control LessonCam’s functions.
LessonCam has clear signals to indicate when it is powered up and in use. Instructors
can teach confidently knowing that they are in full control of the camera.

Visible power indicator
LessonCam is controlled by the teacher
and has both a power light and designated
off position to clearly indicate when the
camera is or is not in use.
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